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ƧƧImproved communications and learning

Personal voice
reinforcement

Classroom &
portable

ƧƧ OH&S for teachers
ƧƧ In the classroom or
on the move
ƧƧ Self contained
ƧƧ All-day use
ƧƧ GST free

Mobile multi-use &
installed
ƧƧ Mobile, high performance, student/teacher friendly
ƧƧ Voice, music & live performances
ƧƧ Sports days, assemblies etc
ƧƧ Wide range of options and expandable
ƧƧ Analog or digital mixing

ƧƧ Wireless (rechargeable battery power)
ƧƧ Very easy to move & use. Weight from
under 5kg.
ƧƧ Voice & music
ƧƧ Wired & wireless mic options
ƧƧ Range of power, from the classroom to
outdoor assemblies

Digital Mixing
Digital mixing allows wireless operation
from anywhere, storage of multiple
settings, high performance processing
and recording

PLUS...
Training &
s
PD course
Music Education Network
PO Box 1013 Blackwood 5051
info@musicednet.com

1300 723 700
EDnet 08/18
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PERSONAL VOICE
REINFORCEMENT

Live Sound Technology
Live Sound technology is one of the most important tools used in education ... whether for
personal voice reinforcement (an OH&S consideration) or addressing assemblies, running
sports events or for student performances
and productions in music, dance and drama.
High quality sound is most critical for communications and learning, and there are established standards for acoustics, sound levels
and noise and what is required for clear
speech.

Did you also know...
There are considerable benefits in involving
students in learning about and using live sound
systems ... taking responsibility for the set-up
and operation and addressing multiple aspects
of STEAM focused learning in the process.
Even small basic systems provide learning opportunities in physics, acoustics, audio electronics, ICT and maths as well as creative
thinking, problem solving, collaboration and
teamwork. And these things are relevant for
students as young as middle primary.

$462

GST FREE

Choose the best options for the multiple uses
in your school (with advice and support from
Music EDnet) and reap the benefits of high
quality sound on student learning.

CHATTERVOX
personal voice amplifier
ChatterVox is an excellent system for boosting the
voice of any teacher.
Teachers with low speech volume benefit from daily
use of the ChatterVox.
Teachers with large class rooms or a large number of
students benefit from using the ChatPack to “throw”
their voice to the farthest corner of the classroom.
Teachers who are suffering from common cold symptoms or laryngitis also benefit from the ChatterVox.
The ChatterVox also enables instructors to be heard
over a noisy class or gym, and the portability allows
the ChatterVox to work just as well on the field.
Football, soccer, athletics, basketball, swimming etc...
all sporting coaches can benefit from the ChatterVox.

ƧƧ Lightweight Portable Voice Amplifier (625gm
including batteries)
ƧƧ Neoprene Sport Pack to hold and protect the
amplifier along with a comfortable adjustable
waistband
ƧƧ Built in rechargeable, environmentally friendly
Nickel Metal-Hydride (NiMH) batteries provide
up to 14 hours of use. Recharging is easy and
can be done overnight or as quickly as a five hour
charge. (For added insurance, you can even substitute AA batteries if you forget to charge the
ChatterVox.)
ƧƧ Ergonomic design for comfortable use all day
long.
ƧƧ Simple to use.
ƧƧ 5W output with adjustable volume (up to 18dB
voice gain).
ƧƧ Super portable.

1300 723 700
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The iTalk is an extremely flexible and portable Voice
Saver from Chiayo. The clever ergonomic contoured
design allows it to be either worn on the belt or over
the shoulder comfortably. iTalk delivers clarity and
intelligibility to your message.
iTalk also comes fitted with a line level 3.5mm jack
input for connecting your MP3 music player or similar
devices for music playback.
Featuring a built in recharging circuit for the 4 x AA
batteries (supplied) and separate controls for tone
and volume, the unit also comes supplied with a lightweight headworn microphone and charging adapter
ready to save your voice.
ƧƧ 3-1/4” full-range speaker system with max output power of 15W
ƧƧ Up to 8~10 hours of vocal operation between
charges
ƧƧ Suitable for indoor/outdoor applications
ƧƧ Input jack (3.5mm) for Mic/Line input, also for
multimedia player and PC presentation
ƧƧ Speaker pouch for easy carrying

$160

+ GST

Chiayo iTalk
personal voice amplifier

CLASSROOM & PORTABLE SOUND
50W

Add up
t
wireles o 2
s mics

Chiayo Focus 505
Portable PA amplifier

Focus 505 options

$545

+ GST
plus options

Includes built-in Bluetooth/SD/USB Player &
Recorder with remote control.
An ideal portable system for classroom use (and small assemblies) with flexible configuration options. You can add
one or two wireless mic receivers plus hand held or headset
mic transmitters.
ƧƧ Truly wireless! Battery operation eliminates all cables
so you can take it anywhere!
ƧƧ Lightweight and powerful All-In-One system – A4 size!
ƧƧ 6.5” full-range speaker system with maximum output of
50W
ƧƧ Inputs: Wired mic input, AUX Input (with dedicated
volume controls)
ƧƧ Outputs: Extension Speaker, AUX Output
ƧƧ Speaker stand mountable with ST40 stand/Wall mountable with SR40 bracket

Wireless mic receivers..........................each $200 +GST
Hand-held mic transmitters..................each $200 +GST
Headset mic + transmitter....................each $350 +GST
ST40 Speaker stand........................................... $55 + GST
You can add up to 2 wireless receivers and up to 4
transmitters (2 hand-held plus 2 headset).
NOTE: You can only use 2 transmitters at a time.
Please confirm pricing
before ORDERING

Hand-held mic
transmitter
High quality headset
mic and body-pack
transmitter

1300 723 700
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LARGER PORTABLE SOUND SYSTEMS
Chiayo Stage Man
Portable PA amplifier

Stage Man and Challenger include
Bluetooth/SD/USB Player & Recorder
(Optional on Stage Pro)

150W

100W

Add up
to 4*
wireles
s mics

Add up
t
wireles o 2
s mics

$1140

$1080

+ GST
plus options

+ GST
plus options

Chiayo Stage Pro
Portable PA amplifier

*Max 4 slots for receivers and optional
modules (Bluetooth
and USB/SD player)

Stage Man & Stage Pro

Choose Chiayo system options

The Stage Man and Stage Pro are designed for
performers, presenters & instructors in mind.
Compared to the Focus 505, the Stage series have
more power, 2 x XLR wired mic inputs that accept
standard professional stage mics and up to 4 optional
wireless mics (Stage Pro).

Wireless mic receivers.................................... each $200 +GST

Challenger

ST50 Speaker stand (Challenger)..............................$55 +GST

The Challenger is a high performance system with
a built-in trolley and is capable of covering larger
audiences including outdoor sports days and assemblies.

Hand-held mic transmitters............................ each $200 +GST
Headset mic + transmitter.............................. each $350 +GST
Bluetooth module (Stage Pro).................................... $110 +GST
USB/SD player/recorder (Stage Pro).....................$120 +GST
S226 Speaker stand (Stage).......................................$48 + GST

Chiayo Challenger
Portable PA amplifier

Other options for the Challenger include unpowered and powered extension speakers and wireless
repeaters. Wireless repeaters allow multiple powered speakers to operate as slaves from the main
system ... all without wires.
Contact Music EDnet to discuss multi-speaker expansion options for the Challenger series.

150W

Add up
t
wireles o 4
s mics

ALL Chiayo portable sound systems are

ƧƧ School tough & reliable
ƧƧ Very easy to use
ƧƧ Usable anywhere

$1270

+ GST
plus options

1300 723 700
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MOBILE MULTI-USE & INSTALLED SYSTEMS
The ultimate in performance
and control.
A custom designed, multi-use sound
system from Music EDnet.
Whether mobile, installed or a combination, a multipurpose system designed specifically for your live
sound needs will provide superior performance and
maximum flexibility.
By asking the right questions we are able to design
and supply the most cost effective system that will
meet your immediate needs and also allow expansion
to cover your anticipated future needs. In many
cases you can also use “part” of a system for smaller
PA applications ... for example, when you just need a
microphone and a speaker.

See how we built this on YouTube
http://bit.ly/2MEgNWP

Example electronics rack

Includes a 12 channel digital mixer, 2 x wireless
mic receivers, music player (CD/MP3/USB) and a
1000W power amp. Just plug in power and speakers.

Possibilities are literally endless and systems can be
integrated with installed speaker systems, lectern
mics, sound from computers and video systems, multitrack recording and more.

Digital mixing - even the smallest
systems offer outstanding
performance
The system at left includes a small 12
channel digital mixer and 2 powered
speakers on stands. A powerful, compact and very portable system that you
control wirelessly via a tablet (iPad or
Android), a computer or even a smart
phone (iPhone or Android).

Behringer XR12
digital mixer
Below: Screen shot of a laptop
showing mixer controls

2 x Yamaha
DBR10 powered
speakers on
stands

The mixer accepts up to 4 microphones
and multiple line sources (computers,
instruments, MP3 players etc). It can
even play music directly from a USB
thumb drive.
This same mixer can also be mounted in
a rack (as in the example top left) along
with wireless mic receivers and other
components in a larger system.

Compact 1400W system with digital mixer

$1800

ƧƧ Behringer XR12 mixer
ƧƧ 2 x Yamaha DBR10 speakers
ƧƧ Quiklok speaker stands (in carry bag)
ƧƧ 2 x 30ft cables for speakers
Please confirm pricing
before ORDERING

+ GST
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Simplicity in set up with high
performance and ease of use
A multi-use mobile system provides the simplest
possible setup for school halls and gyms when the
speaker systems are installed. Installed speakers
mean the best possible coverage in what are often
large and acoustically difficult environments. And
the electronics rack, with a digital mixer included,
simply plugs in to power and speaker connections
conveniently located on a wall.

Primary School Hall/Gym

Installed speakers provide optimum coverage and
the electronics rack plugs in to power and speakers.
Operation is from anywhere, wirelessly.
The simplest - a digital mixer plus powered
speakers. Powered speakers include built-in
amplifiers.

The very same electronics rack can then be used with
portable speakers and stands anywhere else, in or out
of the school. Truly multi-use and mobile.

Student set-up and operation is a breeze!

Digital Mixer

Installed speakers are often un-powered making installation simpler. A power amplifier is
added and usually mounted in a small portable
case with the digital mixer.
More sophisticated systems add wireless microphone receivers, music players, Bluetooth
receivers and utility drawers ... all mounted in
a compact mobile rack on lockable casters. Plus
additional speakers for foldback and more.

Designing a system to meet all your
needs, now and in the future, is
simply a matter of contacting Music
EDnet.
Getting the right start will save a lot
of time and expense later.

Powered
Speakers

< $2000*

Speakers

$2500 ~
$4000*

Powered
Speakers
(foldback)

$4000+*

Small rack case
Digital Mixer
Power Amp
Mobile rack case
Digital Mixer
Wireless Mic Rx
Music Player
Power Amp

Speakers

*Excludes
speaker
installation

PC or Mac laptop or desktop computer

Flexible, convenient, wireless control
iPad or Android
tablet
iPhone or Android
smart phone

1300 723 700
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DESIGNING YOUR CUSTOM MOBILE SYSTEM
The Electronics Rack
Behringer XR16 digital mixer
(16 channels, 8 mic inputs)
2 x Sennheiser XSW2 UHF Wireless Mic
Systems. Can be expanded to 12 systems
Redback A2733D
MP3/CD/USB/SD player
Aerolink Bluetooth
receiver
Utility drawer
Yamaha PX5 Power Amp

Cont
EDne act Mus
ic
t for
a
d
and
a Qu vice
ote

2 x Sennheiser 835 Hand held
transmitter microphones
Fully assembled
into a robust
mobile rack
case and tested

A popular configuration for many schools, allowing 8
microphones (including 2 x wireless), a multi-source
music player (with remote) and a bluetooth receiver.
There are also adequate additional inputs for computer audio and instruments for example.
The power amp delivers over 1000W to either installed speakers or portable (unpowered) speakers.
Most school applications can be covered with a rack
of this type and set up is quick and easy ... simply connect the rack to power and connect to the speakers.

Pricing Guide
ƧƧ Base system including XR16 mixer, 2 Sennheiser
wireless mics, Yamaha PX5 power amp and utility
drawer all installed in a powered rack case.		
....................................................................$3450 +GST
ƧƧ Music Player.............................................$502 +GST
ƧƧ Bluetooth receiver.................................$200 +GST
ƧƧ Add 2 x Yamaha CBR12 high performanace, light
weight speakers, cables and speaker stands		
....................................................................$1162 +GST

Rack case (lockable) includes multiple on-board
power outlets. Case dimensions for this system,
including front/back covers
(WxHxD) 535 x 700 x 650
Please confirm pricing
before ORDERING

NOTE: Prices include all necessary
cables and rack installation

1300 723 700
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ACTUAL SYSTEM EXAMPLES
Murray Bridge South PS
Multi-use Sound Reinforcement System – Digital Mixer
Prepared 4 April 2018

Control system wirelessly via
iPad, iPhone, PC or Mac

2 x Yamaha CBR12 Speakers

(wireless network with mixer or can connect
to school network)

12" 2-way 700W, 13.9kg

2 x Sennheiser 835
Hand held transmitter
microphones

Installed Speakers in Gym
2 x Yamaha CBR12 Speakers

Behringer XR12
digital mixer

Speaker stands
2 x SpeakOn
cables to speakers

Electronics
Rack

(rack mounted)

Rack case (on castors) includes multiple onboard power outlets
Case dimensions (WxHxD) 535 x 700 x 650

2 x Sennheiser XSW2 UHF Wireless
Mic Systems (rack mounted)
Can be expanded to 12 systems
Redback A2733D
MP3/CD/USB/SD player

2U Utility drawer

Yamaha PX5
Power Amp

2U Drawer

(rack mounted)

www.musicednet.com

Electronics are housed in a small
(10U) lockable rack case.

Music Education Network
PO Box 1013, Blackwood SA 5051
T: 1300 723 700 F: 08 8270 1366
© 2018 Music Education Network

Trinity College – Gawler SA
Multi-use Sound Reinforcement System
Prepared 30 October 2017

Control system wirelessly via
iPad, iPhone, PC or Mac

(wireless included with mixer or can connect to
school network)

2 x Yamaha DXR12
Powered Speakers

12" 2-way bi-amped systems
1100W, 19.3kg

Foldback

2 x Yamaha DBR10 for
fold-back or smaller PA use.
4 x Sennheiser 835 Hand held
transmitter microphones

Rack case (on castors) includes multiple onboard power outlets
Case dimensions (WxHxD) 535 x 700 x 650

Electronics
Rack

2 x Yamaha DBR12
Powered Speakers
12" 2-way bi-amped
systems 1000W, 15.8kg

Quiklok Speaker
stands (air lift)

4 x Sennheiser EW100 UHF Wireless
Mic Systems (rack mounted)
Can be expanded to 16 systems

PreSonus RML16AI
digital mixer
(rack mounted)

Behringer DC2496LE Speaker
processor
XLR balanced cables to
all speakers
2U Utility drawer
Electronics are housed in a small
(10U) lockable rack case.

2U Drawer

www.musicednet.com

Music Education Network
PO Box 1013, Blackwood SA 5051
T: 1300 723 700 F: 08 8270 1366
© 2017 Music Education Network
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MICROPHONES
Wireless Microphones.
Plan for your future needs.
Wireless mics are great for presenters and
vocalists on the move, but when choosing that
first mic you should start with the future in
mind.
Wireless microphones are small radio stations
that have to share the air waves with a
host of others ... including local digital TV
stations and other (legal) transmitters in
the allocated frequency range. Therefore it
is very important to know two things before
purchasing.
ƧƧ How many wireless mics do you plan to use
eventually?
ƧƧ What frequency bands are best for your local
area or where you plan to use the mics (ie have
least congestion or interference)?
The more wireless mics you want to use simultaneously, the higher level of system is required. This is
to ensure sufficient channels are available that will
not interfere with each other.

The other consideration, assuming you want to have
more than one wireless mic, is the option to rackmount the receivers. This is the best way to ensure
everything is connected and ready to go in your sound
system and will greatly reduce damage caused by frequent connecting and disconnecting cables (especially
with students).

Next, what is the best frequency band for your location? Most major manufacturers publish the available
frequency bands and their most suitable models in
your location. If you plan to travel, you may need to
purchase a higher level system to ensure you can operate the number of mics you want in a crowded band.

Besides lower physical quality, they will also be more
prone to drop-outs, have poorer battery life, shorter
operating range and will have very limited channels if
you want to add more mics later.

Wired Microphones.
Choose the correct type.

fragile, so take care. But they are more sensistive
and therefore pick up from a further distance. They
also require what is called Phantom Power to operate.
This is normally supplied down the mic cable from the
mixer. Choirs require careful placement of mics to
avoid feedback.

Without getting too technical, there are some simple
rules of thumb about choosing the right microphone
for the task. Get it wrong and you will be plagued
with problems such as poor pickup, feedback, noise or
distortion.

Avoid low cost wireless mic systems.

Contact Music EDnet for advice.

See our guide “Miking up your choir”
at www.musicednet.com/ED00002.

Vocal microphones

Lectern Microphones

For singing or talking, a dynamic cardioid mic is the
most common. These are rugged and directional (ie
pickup sound mostly from the front of the mic) ... but
they must be used very close to the mouth (within
5-10 cm).

It is recommended to use a lectern
condenser mic, specifically designed
for the task, including a shock-mount
base. This will pick up far better than
a standard vocal mic and the shock
mount prevents those annoying noises
when you bump the lectern.

Choir microphones
You should use condenser cardioid mics, and usually only 2 for most choirs. Condenser mics are more

Other special purpose mics include headset (sometimes call “Madonna” mic), lapel and shotgun.

1300 723 700
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Know your connections
Recognising standard connections used in today’s audio systems can make it much easier to sort out what you
need.
This is essential knowledge for all students and educators working with any audio gear ... from mobile devices,
classroom hifis, live sound and PA systems right through to professional recording studios.
Here is a quick run-down on the main connector types and their uses.

XLR - 3 pin
Sometimes also called “Cannon” connectors (after the company that developed them).
Very common for microphones and “balanced” inputs or outputs. Outputs are usually
“male”, inputs are usually “female”.

Jack Plugs
Very common for many connections including instruments. There are two types seen in
audio systems:
ƧƧ TS (Tip, Sleeve) - normal mono connection
ƧƧ TRS (Tip, Ring, Sleeve) - stereo or “balanced” connection
Jack plugs also come in 2 common sizes:
ƧƧ 1/4” or 6.35mm (guitar jack size) ... most common size in professional audio systems
ƧƧ 1/8” or 3.5mm (mini-jack) ... most common size in domestic hifi and portable audio
devices

RCA Plugs
Original name is Cinch plug and also known as Phono plug, but the common name now is
RCA.... named after the company that developed them (Radio Corp of America).
Very popular in domestic hifi systems and A/V systems (Yellow RCA plugs are commonly
used for composite video signals on DVD players, TVs, video projectors and audio/video
breakout cables for smart mobile devices).

Speakon
The Speakon connector (developed by Neutrik in Liechtenstein) is the current
standard for speaker connections and features a simple locking sytem. The
Speakon is available in 2, 4 or 8 pole formats.
Standard connections use only 2 poles (pins), but most plugs accept up to 4 (eg
to separate signals to low frequency and high frequency speakers in a bi-amped
system). Speakon is actually a registered trade mark of Neutrik although many
copies flood today’s market place. Without question however, the Neutrik
Speakon connectors are far superior in terms of construction and reliability.

XLR-Jack Combo Socket
While not a connector you will find on the end of a cable, the XLR-TRS Jack combo
socket is widely used on audio equipment that accepts either XLR or TRS balanced connections (such as cables from microphones or other professional audio components) as
well as TS unbalanced connections (such as instrument cables). If you look closely you
will see that the hole in the middle will accept a TRS or TS 6.35mm (1/4”) jack whereas
the outer ring will accept a male XLR plug with the 3 pins just outside the centre hole.

1300 723 700
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Ethercon
The Ethercon connector (also developed by Neutrik) is the current standard for professional digital audio connections that use Cat5e or Cat6 Ethernet network cabling.
This cabling is similar to standard IT network cabling, except that the connectors
are heavy duty, extremely durable and reliable. They also have a locking mechanisim
to avoid accidental removal ... which would be disasterous in a major live performace
or recording session. A single Ethernet cable can run many channels of digital audio in
both directions.
It is also worth noting that Ethernet cables used with professional digital audio systems are very different in construction to standard network cables. They are “ruggedised” for rough handling and usually multi-stranded to maximise flexibility.

Handy Hint ... just remember the letter “R”
RED plugs
Whenever you purchase dual cables of virtually any configuration (eg dual RCA, dual TRS jacks, dual RCA to TS
jacks, single TRS jack to 2 x RCA etc) you will generally find that one of the plugs is RED. The other plug is
usually Grey, White or Black. The industry standard, when using these cables in a stereo application, whether in
hifi or professional audio systems, is that the RED plug is the RIGHT channel ... remember BOTH start with the
letter “R”.

► RED = RIGHT channel.
When you have an INSERT cable ... where there is a TRS jack at one end and 2 x TS jacks at the other end ...
again, one of the TS jacks will be RED, the other can be any colour (usually grey or black). The TIP of the RED
TS jack is connected to the RING of the TRS jack (note that BOTH start with the letter “R” again). The RING
is also the RETURN when used as an INSERT. The TIP of the other TS jack is connected to the TIP of the
TRS jack. The TIP is the SEND when used as an INSERT.

► RED = RING = RETURN
The “R” in TRS
When you are using TRS (Tip, Ring, Sleeve) jacks in a stereo situation (also often called “stereo jacks” as
used on headphones and a host of stereo inputs and outputs) the RING of the jack is always connected to the
RIGHT channel. The TIP is the LEFT channel. That letter “R” again!

► RING = RIGHT
Choosing the correct cables
Cables are VERY important in audio systems. While a mic cable, a guitar or instrument cable and a speaker cable
may look similar, they are in fact very different. And the connectors don’t always match the intended use. For
example a TS Jack is used on a guitar cable and may also be used on a speaker cable (though less common these
days). The guitar cable is a low voltage unbalanced cable consisting of a small inner wire and an outer shield.
The speaker cable, on the other hand, is for higher voltage and current and usually consists of two larger inner
wires and no outer shield.
If you used the speaker cable on a guitar you would expect a lot of hum and noise, while using a guitar cable
between an amp and a speaker it is not efficient and is likley to fail at high power. Professional audio cables are
generally “balanced”, which means they have 3 conductors and use XLR or TRS connectors. They are used between microphones and mixers and between mixers and power amplifiers (and powered speakers). They can be
used over long distances and are highly resistant to external noise from lighting, power lines and radio transmitters etc. Learn more about Balanced vs Unbalanced cables at www.musicednet.com/ED00004.
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before ORDERING

MICROPHONES & ACCESSORIES

$37

+GST

Behringer XM8500
Vocal Dynamic
Great sound and school tuff

$180

+GST

Rode M5 matched pair
Condenser - ideal for choir, acoustic
instruments, drum overhead
RodeNT5
Hi quality Condenser
superb for choir and
acoustic overhead

$270

+GST

$150

+GST

Shure SM58 Vocal Dynamic
Industry workhorse

$90

+GST

Sennheiser e835 Vocal
Dynamic, high output

Recommended

$170

+GST

K&M 21021 High overhead
boom mic stand.
Heavy duty. German made.
Ideal for choir and overhead
acoustic sections and drums.
Extends to 2m high, plus a
1m boom arm

$390

+GST

Shure MX418S
Supercardioid Condenser
Lectern Mic with Shock
mount base

Mic Cables

$90

+GST

K&M 2106 Boom mic
stand. Heavy duty.
German made.

Balanced XLR, heavy duty
cables for all mics and
powered speakers
ƧƧ MCL110 10ft............ $22 +GST
ƧƧ MCL120 20ft.......... $33 +GST
ƧƧ MCL125 25ft.......... $36 +GST
ƧƧ MCL130 30ft.......... $40 +GST
ƧƧ MCL150 50ft.......... $60 +GST

Launching Term 3 2018

Music EDnet
Teacher Academy
Like to learn more about Live Sound Technology? Music EDnet will be offering a series of short on-line
courses specifically for teachers from mid Term 3 that you can do at your own pace and at a time that suits
you. All courses will provide a PD Certificate on completion and will align with appropriate Australian Professional Teaching Standards at the Proficient level.

Contact Music EDnet for more information.
1300 723 700
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